AGL

agl is snuggled up tightly with the (coal)ition government, seemingly bidding for
influence through undeclared political donations1. outwardly proclaiming a sustainable
energy future, agl keeps it edgy under the covers, contributing to the erosion of
australia’s chances of staying under 1.5 degrees by being our biggest corporate
greenhouse gases emitter2. dirty is so hot right now.

42.2mt

million tonnes3

saying this
“we believe in
sustainable secure
and affordable
energy6”

537m

million profit4

73.8k
nsw party
donations5

doing this shitfuckery:
operates some of the largest coal fired stations in australia6
told shareholders they ‘simply will not adhere’ to the paris agreement7
ranked as australia’s largest corporate ghg emitter8
fined $15k by the epa for air pollution9

vote now!
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